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Chapter 167 The Cheap Gift From The Street Stall 

Another girl walked past Trevor while uttering, "Disgusting toy boy!" 

 

Obviously, Trevor was stunned by their sudden rude remarks. 

 

Before he could think more about it, the others girls passed by him and one of them shouted, "You are 

just a poor loser who is living off a woman!" 

 

Then, another girl shouted, "Shame on you, Trevor!" 

 

Feeling fed up with their sudden outburst, Luisa couldn't help but shout angrily, "What are you guys 

talking about? When did Trevor even offend you? Today is my birthday. Please be nice to him." 

 

Hearing it, everyone kept quiet. They were all here to attend Luisa's birthday party after all. So, they 

didn't want to ruin the happy atmosphere of the party. 

 

When everyone didn't say anything, Luisa's expression softened and said softly, "Well, I think it's almost 

time. Let's go upstairs together." 

 

Since it was Luisa's birthday party, they didn't want to make her feel unhappy. 

 

All of them listened to her and followed her upstairs. 

 

However, they still looked at Trevor with contempt. 

 

The group entered the hotel one after another. Then, they followed the waiter into the private room. 

 

The room was well-decorated with some art works on the wall and an antique vase was placed at the 

corner. All in all, the whole decoration of the room was very stylish and noble. 

 

When everyone settled in their seats, Marlon proudly took out an exquisite box from his bag. 

 

It had a GUCCI label printed on it. 

 

With a smile on his face, Marlon handed it to Luisa while saying, "Luisa, this is my gift for you. It's the 

latest GUCCI bracelet. I hope you like it." 

 

As soon as the girls heard this, they all screamed excitedly. 

 

"This bracelet must cost at least several thousand dollars. You are so generous, Marlon!" 

 

Truth be told, Luisa had no interest in the bracelet. However, out of politeness, she accepted it with a 
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smile. 

 

It was needless to say that Marlon enjoyed the girls' earnest gaze and immediately straightened his back 

proudly. 

 

Looking at Trevor with askance, Marlon said in disdain, "I wonder what Trevor is going to give Luisa this 

time. He can even afford the Bugatti. He won't give her a cheap gift, right?" 

 

Hearing it, all the girls burst out laughing. 

 

Scratching his head nervously, Trevor took out his gift from his bag. 

 

It was a beautiful necklace that was worth about one thousand dollars. In fact, it really matched Luisa's 

character. 

 

In order to make Luisa feel at ease about the price, Trevor specially asked the shop assistant to pack 

with a transparent jewelry box without a logo. 

 

Then, he took out the necklace from the box and handed it to Luisa as he said, "I specially selected this 

for you." 

 

Seeing it, Luisa's eyes lit up with joy. Indeed, this necklace was the type of style she liked. 

 

"Oh my God! Thank you, Trevor. I like it very much." 

 

On the other hand, everyone, including Estrella thought that Trevor bought it from a street stall. 

 

They thought that Luisa was just saying kind words to show respect for Trevor. 

 

At that time, the crowd burst into laughter. One of the girls said, "Trevor, I thought you were rich, but 

you just gave Luisa a cheap item that you bought from a street stall." 

 

"How dare you chase after Luisa in this way? You can only get her in your dreams." 

 

All of a sudden, Estrella snatched the necklace from Trevor's hand and threw it to the corner casually 

while saying, "What a cheap gift! You dare to give it as a gift to Luisa. This kind of rubbish should be 

thrown away." 

 

However, what Estrella didn't expect was that the necklace would accidently hit the vase on the shelf in 

the corner. 

 

In an instant, the vase broke into pieces which alerted the waiter outside the room. 

 

When the waiter came in and saw the scene, he was shocked. Immediately, he took out the intercom 



and said something in a hurry. 

 

Not long after it, several sturdy looking security guards rushed into the room followed by the leader who 

looked very ferocious. 

 

Then, he yelled at the crowd angrily, "Which one of you broke the valuable vase?" 

 


